The standard approach for term frequency normalization is based only on the document length. However, it does not distinguish the verbosity from the scope, these being the two main factors determining the document length. Because the verbosity and scope have largely different effects on the increase in term frequency, the standard approach can easily suffer from insufficient or excessive penalization depending on the specific type of long document. To overcome these problems, this article proposes two-stage normalization by performing verbosity and scope normalization separately, and by employing different penalization functions. In verbosity normalization, each document is prenormalized by dividing the term frequency by the verbosity of the document. In scope normalization, an existing retrieval model is applied in a straightforward manner to the prenormalized document, finally leading us to formulate our proposed verbosity normalized (VN) retrieval model. Experimental results carried out on standard TREC collections demonstrate that the VN model leads to marginal but statistically significant improvements over standard retrieval models.
INTRODUCTION
In information retrieval (IR), term frequency is a fundamental and important component of a ranking model. Intuitively, the larger the term frequency of a query word in a document, the more likely the document is to be about the query topic, and thus, the document should have a higher relevance score. In practice, however, documents are of various lengths, and the simple approach of preferring documents with higher term frequency could easily result in an excessive preference for long documents. To use the term frequency in a fairer approach, normalization of the term frequency has been extensively investigated by researchers.
With regard to the normalization problem, Robertson and Walker introduced the verbosity and the scope hypotheses, which state that document length is mainly 8:2 S.-H. Na determined by two factors-verbosity and scope-as follows [Robertson and Walker 1994; Robertson and Zaragoza 2009]: (1) Verbosity hypothesis: "Some authors are simply more verbose, using more words to say the same thing" [Robertson and Zaragoza 2009 ]. (2) Scope hypothesis: "Some authors have more to say: they may write a single document containing or covering more ground" [Robertson and Zaragoza 2009] .
In this article, we focus on the difference between the effect of the verbosity and the scope on the term frequency of a single word. Verbosity, as the name implies, is related to the burstiness of term frequency, which helps an already mentioned word in a document get a higher frequency. Even if a word has a low term frequency in normal verbosity, its term frequency could increase significantly when the document has high verbosity. On the other hand, scope mostly involves the creation of a new word rather than boosting the term frequency. Broadening the scope of a document would help unseen words in a normal document get nonzero frequencies. However, these nonzero frequencies might not be high. Therefore, verbosity leads to a significant increase in term frequency, whereas scope leads to a rather limited increase in term frequency. In other words, the scope of a document only helps the occurrence of a new word, and the term frequency of the word is mostly governed by the verbosity of the document.
Despite this difference between verbosity and scope, standard normalization is a length-driven approach-that is, it is based only on the document length, without distinguishing between verbosity and scope. As a result, it may suffer from insufficient penalization of a verbose document whose length is increased mainly by high verbosity, and excessive penalization of a broad document whose length is mainly derived from the broad scope.
In the light of this addressed difference, this work argues that verbosity and scope should be normalized separately by employing different penalization functions. To achieve this, we propose a two-stage normalization approach. We first perform verbosity normalization for each document by linearly dividing the term frequency by the verbosity, thus obtaining a verbosity-normalized document representation. We then perform scope normalization, in which an existing retrieval model is applied to this verbosity-normalized document representation. The final model obtained is called a verbosity-normalized (VN) retrieval model. Furthermore, we examine whether the proposed VN retrieval model resulting from two-stage normalization performs the desired separate penalizations. Toward this end, we first select three popular retrieval models-the Okapi model [Robertson et al. 1995] , the Dirichlet-prior (DP) smoothed language model [Zhai and Lafferty 2001] , and the Markov random field (MRF) model [Metzler and Croft 2007a ]-and then perform comparative axiomatic analysis of the original and the VN retrieval models under the setting of the axiomatic framework introduced in [Fang et al. 2004 [Fang et al. , 2011 . The analysis results confirm that the VN model indeed performs the desired separate normalizations-that is, a strict penalization of verbosity-increased documents and a relaxed penalization of scope-broadened documents.
The results of experiments carried out on standard TREC test collections show that the VN retrieval models are significantly better than the original models. The experimental results support our motivating argument that the verbosity and scope should be handled separately using different penalization functions.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes previous studies. Section 3 describes the proposed two-stage normalization approach and presents the VN retrieval models for DP, Okapi, and MRF. Section 4 presents the main results of the analysis of retrieval models under standard length normalization constraints (LNCs). Sections 5, 6, and 7 present the experimental setting and results. Section 8 concludes. Singhal et al. [1996] recognized that simply dividing the term frequency by the document length leads to the overpenalization problem in long documents. To overcome this problem, they proposed pivoted normalization, in which a pivoted length is used to normalize the term frequency by adding a constant pivot factor (i.e., average document length) to the original document length. Pivoted normalization had originally been introduced in Okapi's model [Robertson et al. 1995] , before it was formalized and named by Singhal et al. [1996] . Because pivoted normalization yields successful results, it has been explicitly adopted by other retrieval models, such as the INQUERY system [Callan et al. 1992; Allan et al. 2000] . A similar relaxed type of normalization has been commonly used in more recent retrieval models: normalization 2 in the divergence from randomness (DFR) retrieval framework [Amati and Van Rijsbergen 2002b] and the smoothed document length in DP [Zhai and Lafferty 2001] . Fang et al. [2004] formally and mathematically defined IR heuristics, drawn from ranking characteristics most commonly used by existing retrieval models, thereby proposing a novel direction for an axiomatic approach to IR. The retrieval heuristics defined in the axiomatic approach have been used to define a new retrieval model inductively [Fang and Zhai 2005; Clinchant and Gaussier 2010] and to restrict the search space for automatically learning a retrieval function [Cummins and O'Riordan 2006] . In addition to original constraints, some studies have explored new constraints, including semantic term matching constraints [Fang and Zhai 2006] , the proximitybased matching constraint [Tao and Zhai 2007] , the burstness-based normalization constraint [Clinchant and Gaussier 2010] , the document frequency constraint for pseudorelevance feedback [Clinchant and Gaussier 2011] , the feedback term weight constraints for pseudorelevance feedback [Clinchant and Gaussier 2013] , and the translation probability constraints for translation language models [Karimzadehgan and Zhai 2012] . With regard to the length normalization problem, Fang et al. [2004] defined three LNCs (referred to as LNC1, LNC2, and TF-LNC), demonstrating analytically that popular retrieval models satisfy all of these normalization constraints at least for content-bearing words.
PREVIOUS WORK
Our argument that different normalization functions should be used for verbosity and scope was also proposed by Robertson et al. [Robertson and Walker 1994; Robertson and Zaragoza 2009] in a more restricted manner, as follows: "The verbose hypothesis suggests that we should simply normalize term frequencies by dividing by document length, while the scope hypothesis, on the other hand, suggests the opposite" [Robertson and Zaragoza 2009] . That is, they suggest that a retrieval function does not necessarily penalize a long document when it has a broad scope. A similar argument was also made by Na et al. [2008a] . Our suggestion, however, is that we still need the penalization for scope, but in a much more relaxed manner. In this sense, our argument can be regarded as a generalization of the previous arguments.
To the best of our knowledge, one of the first approaches for two-stage normalization is pivoted unique normalization, suggested by Singhal et al. [1996] . In their approach, the term frequency is first normalized on the basis of a nonlinear function by using the average term frequency (which corresponds to verbosity normalization), and the normalized term frequency is then further divided by a pivoted unique length (which corresponds to scope normalization). However, it remains unclear how their approach can be generalized to other retrieval models.
Going beyond the aforementioned existing works, we propose a generalized twostage normalization approach, arguing more clearly that the term frequency should be penalized differently, depending on whether a document is long because of the verbosity or the scope. Our approach is not limited to a specific retrieval model or a specific measure of the verbosity or scope. We also analytically present the retrieval heuristics realized by two-stage normalization by performing a comparative axiomatic analysis under the setting of standard normalization constraints suggested by Fang et al. [2004] .
It is noteworthy that the Okapi and the DFR retrieval framework [Amati and Van Rijsbergen 2002b] can be considered as another type of two-stage normalization. According to the derivation by He and Ounis [2003] , the first step normalizes the term frequency by a relaxed document length using t f n = c(w, d)/(k 1 ((1 − b) + b · |d|/avgl)) in Okapi and t f n = c(w, d)log(1 + c · avgl/|d|) in DFR, and the second step further normalizes t f n by t f n/(t f n + 1). The first step uses the document length, thereby performing a mixed normalization of verbosity and scope, and the second step roughly performs verbosity normalization by preventing a document with high t f n from getting a very large score. However, this is not the case in our approach, which further distinguishes between the verbosity and the scope.
Interestingly, passage retrieval can also be viewed as two-stage normalization [Salton and Buckley 1991; Salton et al. 1993; Callan 1994; Allan 1995; Mittendorf and Schäuble 1994; Kaszkiel and Zobel 1997; Kaszkiel et al. 1999; Liu and Croft 2002; Kurland 2008, 2010; Na et al. 2008b; Zhai 2009b, 2010; Krikon et al. 2010; Krikon and Kurland 2011] . Because scopes are more similar in passages themselves than in documents, using passages itself can be considered as a type of scope normalization. Thereafter, applying an existing retrieval method to score each passage corresponds to verbosity normalization.
Recently, Zhai [2011b, 2011c] observed that when documents are extremely long, the score gap calculated as the difference between scores when a query term is present and when it is absent in a document could be infinitely close to zero or negative. As a result, extremely long documents tend to be overly penalized. To ensure a desirable score gap between documents that match and do not match a query term, Lv and Zhai [2011b] proposed lower-bounding term frequency normalization, which can be described as follows. First, a pseudo score gap between documents that match and do not match a query term is newly introduced as a document-independent factor. Second, for each query term, the pseudo score gap is added to the original document score only when the document matches the query term, whereas the original document score is left unchanged for a document that does not match the query term. 1 Importantly, Lv and Zhai [2011b] closely examined the underlying principles of their proposed normalization, after which they proposed the constraints LB1 and LB2 as extensions of the existing formal heuristics used in Fang et al. [2011] . According to their axiomatic analysis, all modified retrieval functions proposed in Lv and Zhai [2011b] unconditionally or more easily satisfy the lower bounds (LBs) without violating the original constraints of Fang et al. [2011] , whereas existing functions do not satisfy the LBs. Experiment results showed that all modified retrieval functions showed statistically significant improvements, especially for verbose queries. In contrast to our work, the lower-bounding normalization proposed in Lv and Zhai [2011b] uses only the document length. However, in our case, we distinguish the verbosity of the document from the scope. In addition, the new constraints used in Lv and Zhai [2011b] are complementary to the existing LNCs, whereas our work emphasizes the need to pursue a new generation of LNCs.
Two-Stage Document Length Normalization for Information Retrieval 8:5
Novel Contributions beyond Our Prior Work
In Na et al. [2008a] , the initial form of the two-stage normalization approach was presented to modify language modeling approaches by introducing the pseudodocument model. However, Na et al. [2008a] were not aware of the importance of the pseudodocument model as a generalized solution for handling the addressed problem. In addition, Na et al. [2008a] suggested a rather harsh retrieval constraint (TNC), which is too strong to be satisfied by even their own proposed method. Given the previous presentation of Na et al. [2008a] , it thus remained unclear how the presented normalization yields some of the reported improved performances, and how it can be generalized to other retrieval models. Building on our prior work, novel contributions of this article are as follows:
-Generalized two-stage normalization (Section 3), which was not explicitly argued and not fully formalized in Na et al. [2008a] . With the explicit formulation, we now correctly understand VN-DP as a specific instance of two-stage normalization. -Extensions to other models-Okapi and MRF (Section 3), as a result of the proposed generalized normalization. -Analytically capturing retrieval heuristics of two-stage normalization by performing comparative axiomatic analysis (Section 4 and Appendices C, D, and E) under the standard constraint setting of Fang et al. [2004 Fang et al. [ , 2011 . -LengthPower as a novel scope measure (Section 3). Using LengthPower, we have an unified view of language modeling approaches by considering both JM and DP as special cases of VN-DP. -Comparison with lower-bounding term frequency normalization (Section 7).
TWO-STAGE NORMALIZATION
In this section, we describe our proposed two-stage normalization in detail and apply it to the DP, Okapi, and MRF approaches as case studies.
Verbosity Normalization
The following are notations commonly used in this article: -V : w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w |V | , set of all words. -N: Number of documents in a given collection. -C: A given collection, consisting of d 1 , . . . , d N . Often, we also use C to refer to the concatenated representations of all documents in C. -|C|: Length of collection C, defined by w∈V c(w, C) (for brevity of notation, C is either the set of documents or the concatenated representation of documents, depending on context). -avgl, avgv, avgs: Average length, verbosity, and scope, respectively, of documents in the collection.
Motivated by the verbosity and the scope hypotheses, we first assume that the document length is decomposed into the verbosity and the scope, thereby providing the 8:6
S.-H. Na following simplified formula:
(1)
As a result, we can formulate v(d) in terms of s(d) and |d| as follows:
The derivation of Equation (2) is presented in Appendix A.
In verbosity normalization, the original term frequency is normalized by dividing it by the verbosity of the document. To formally describe verbosity normalization, let φ be a verbosity normalization operator; φ(d), the VN document representation of d, 2 which is the document transformed by applying the operator φ to all words in a document d; and c (w, φ(d) ), the VN term frequency of word w. Then, verbosity normalization refers to the process of obtaining c (w, φ(d) ) for word w, using the following formula:
where k is a verbosity scaling parameter. By substituting Equation (2) into Equation (3),
The resulting normalized term frequency not only is inversely proportional to the document length but also is proportional to the scope of the document.
Scope Normalization
For scope normalization, we need to consider a more relaxed function than that for verbosity normalization. We first note that the scope of an original document is the verbosity-normalized length of the document, as follows:
Furthermore, existing retrieval models perform a type of relaxed normalization by using their pivoted length or smoothed length. Thus, instead of developing a new function, we perform scope normalization by straightforwardly applying an existing retrieval model to the verbosity-normalized document representation φ (d) . Formally, let f (d, q) be the original retrieval function that gives a score to d for query q. Applying twostage normalization to f (d, q) gives f (φ(d), q), which is obtained by replacing c (w, d) used in all terms in f (d, q) with c(w, φ(d)) for all documents in the collection. We call f (φ(d), q) a VN retrieval model or a VN scoring function.
Examples of Verbosity-Normalized Retrieval Models
In this section, we present the application of two-stage normalization to the DP, Okapi, and MRF approaches.
2 In our notation, the verbosity normalization operator is applied not to document itself but instead to the document representation. In this work, the document representation is assumed to be a vector of its term frequencies (and either bigram or proximal term frequencies). For general purposes, the verbosity-normalized operator needs to be extended such that it can be applied to advanced document representation such as a sequence of words so that it can be useful for the proximity-or location-based search. 3.3.1. Dirichlet Prior (DP). DP performs Bayesian smoothing on a multinomial language model [Zhai and Lafferty 2001] , for which the conjugate prior is the Dirichlet distribution with the following parameters:
The Bayesian priors using the parameters of Equation (4) give the following smoothed model of document d:
|d| + μ and the following scoring function for a given query q [Zhai and Lafferty 2001] :
The VN model f (φ(d), q) is assumed to employ the following document-specific conjugate prior:
In other words, the more verbose is d, the larger is the prior probability used. A detailed justification for Equation (5) is presented in Appendix B. These modified Bayesian priors using the parameters of Equation (5) give the following smoothed model:
We simply use k = 1 in Equation (3) because the scaling parameter k of c (w, φ(d) ) is absorbed into the smoothing parameter μ. Then, Equation (6) becomes
Equation (7) is the same as the equation obtained by replacing c(w, d) with c(w, φ(d)).
Using Equation (6), the resulting retrieval function is given as
which is called VN-DP. 3 3.3.2. Okapi. Okapi's BM25 retrieval formula, as presented by Robertson et al. [1995] , is
where the term frequency component t f BM25 
.
Here, k 1 , k 3 , and b are constants. In the VN model, the IDF part is not changed; however, t f BM25 (w, d) is modified to t f BM25 (w, φ(d) ) obtained by replacing c(w, d) with c(w, φ(d)) 
indicates the number of times that the exact phrase q i q i+1 occurs in document d, and c #un8 (q i q i+1 , d) indicates the number of times that both terms q i and q i+1 appear ordered or unordered within a window with a span of 8.
as follows:
As in the case of DP, we assume the scale parameter k to be 1 because it is absorbed into k 1 , resulting in the following final form:
The modified Okapi function by using t f BM25 
3.3.3. Markov Random Field. MRFs are undirected graphical models that are used to define joint distributions over a set of random variables. The use of MRFs for IR was suggested by Croft [2005, 2007b] , going beyond the simplistic bag of words assumption by explicitly modeling the term dependency among query words. Thus far, three different variants of the MRF model have been suggested according to the type of dependency assumed among query words: full independence, sequence dependence, and full dependence. This article focuses on sequence dependence, which has been widely used in many recent works [Metzler and Croft 2007b; Lease 2009; Bendersky et al. , 2011 Lang et al. 2010 ], because of its good balance between effectiveness and efficiency.
To formally present the ranking function of the sequential dependence, suppose that q is a sequence of m terms q 1 · · · q m . According to the original framework, the relevance score of a document d is given by [Metzler and Croft 2005] 
where we have the constraint
), and f U (d, q i q i+1 ) are called the feature functions of the term, ordered phrase, and unordered phrases, respectively. Table I presents the definition of each feature function [Metzler and Croft 2005] .
Following the original framework [Metzler and Croft 2005] , we assume that μ T , μ O , and μ U are the same-that is, μ T = μ O = μ U = μ-unless otherwise stated. We call the retrieval function in Equation (8) MRF.
To derive a VN retrieval model f (φ(d), q) for MRF, we replace the original term frequencies with the ones that are verbosity normalized. For this purpose, let 
be VN ordered and unordered phrase term frequencies for q i q i+1 , respectively. Similar to the definition of VN term frequency in Equation (3), these VN phrase term frequencies are defined as follows:
Furthermore
be VN feature functions that correspond to original feature functions. Table II describes the definition of each VN feature function. As in the case of VN-DP, k is assumed to be 1 in all VN feature functions because it is absorbed to μ T , μ O , or μ U . Finally, we obtain the scoring function for the VN model f (φ(d), q) of MRF as follows:
(11) The MRF model using Equation (11) is called VN-MRF.
Scope Measure
The remaining problem is how to compute the scope of a document s (d) . In this study, we adopt three different approaches: length power, the number of unique terms, and entropy power.
3.4.1. LengthPower. As mentioned in the Introduction, according to the scope hypothesis, the document length is affected by the scope: the broader the scope of a document, the longer the document, when its verbosity is assumed to be fixed. Therefore, the document length could possibly be used as a scope measure according to the scope hypothesis. To derive such a length-based measure, suppose that the scope of a document is a function of document length-that is, s(d) = g(|d|). Many variants exist for such a function; however, the verbosity and the scope hypotheses help us restrict the possible space for g(|d|), given the following two necessaryxs constraints: -SC1: Scope g(|d|) is a nondecreasing function of |d|.
-SC2: Verbosity |d|/g(|d|) is a nondecreasing function of |d|.
To obtain such a scope measure that would satisfy both SC1 and SC2, we use Heap's law, which is given as follows [Heaps 1978] 4 :
where β is an additional constant. 5 The possible range of β is 0 ≤ β ≤ 1, from SC1 and SC2. Otherwise, s(d) (or v(d)) violates SC1 (or SC2) if β < 0 (or β > 1). This length-based scope measure l β (d) exactly degenerates into the original unnormalized representation, as a special case, when β = 1 and k = 1, in which case l β (d) = |d|, v(d) = 1, and s(d) = |d|. The scope measure using l β (d) is called LengthPower in this article.
3.4.2. UniqLength. Another useful scope measure is the number of unique terms u(d), defined as | {w|w ∈ d} |. This is reasonable, because a different topic is described using a domain-specific vocabulary or named entities. The more unique are terms used in a document, the larger is the scope of the document. The scope measure u(d) is called UniqLength in this article.
3.4.3. EntropyPower. The third scope measure is an entropy-based metric. Previously, the entropy of a document was used to define the homogeneous measure of a document [Bendersky and Kurland 2008] , which corresponds to the opposite concept of scope. Another entropy-based metric is the entropy power defined by the exponential of the entropy, which was initially exploited in Kurland and Lee [2005] to construct the document structure. We compared the entropy with the entropy power in our preliminary experiments and found that the latter outperformed the former because of its similarity to document length or the number of unique terms. Thus, we choose entropy power as our entropy-based metric, and it is defined as follows:
where p ml (w|d) is defined by c(w, d)/|d|, which is the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) of the document language model for d. The scope measure h(d) is called En-tropyPower in this article.
RETRIEVAL HEURISTICS OF VN RETRIEVAL MODELS
To analytically check how differently the VN method satisfies retrieval constraints as compared to the corresponding original model, we present a comparative axiomatic analysis performed under the retrieval constraints introduced by Fang et al. [2004] . 6
Reference Retrieval Constraints
As in the approach of [Clinchant and Gaussier 2010] , we divide the six standard constraints into two different sets: form constraints (i.e., TFC1, TFC2, and TDC in Fang et al. [2004] ) and normalization constraints (i.e., LNC1, LNC2, and TF-LNC in Fang et al. [2004] ). The form constraints specify the desirable restrictions on the "curve" of a scoring function. Formally, suppose that q consists of a single word w and f (φ(d), q) is formulated by g(x, y), where x is c(w, d) and y is idf (w). Then, TFC1, TFC2, and TDC Because the number of unique terms can be used as a scope measure to indicate how broad the topic of the document is, as presented in Section 3.4.2, we use the formula of Heap's law to approximately predict the number of unique terms using only the document length. 5 The original form of Heap's law is κ|d| β , containing the additional parameter κ. Here, we assume that κ is absorbed in k. 6 Note that our goal in this section is to "capture" retrieval heuristics of VN retrieval models, but not to refine or improve the standard retrieval constraints of Fang et al. [2004] . [Clinchant and Gaussier 2010; Fang et al. 2011 ] respectively correspond to
It can be easily shown that TFCs and TDC are satisfied for all three normalized functions. This is a natural result, because our normalization only linearly transforms the term frequency and retains the original model, without any change to the basic concepts of the original model. The normalization constraints describe the necessary properties of a retrieval model for the case in which document-specific quantities such as length, verbosity, and scope are different across documents. According to Fang et al. [2011] , each normalization constraint can be equivalently described by how the score of a document changes after applying a perturbation operator to the document. We introduce three perturbation operators-PAN, PLS, and PAR-that correspond to LNC1, LNC2, and TF-LNC, respectively, as follows 7 :
(1) PAN (perturbation of adding noise words): PAN is an operator for adding noise terms, denoted by ψ AN . Given d,
(2) PLS (perturbation of length scaling): PLS is a length scaling operator, denoted by ψ LS . Given d, ψ LS (d) is obtained by concatenating all query words in d K times and by scaling the length of d up to K times. When
Note that the concatenation is only applied to query words, not necessarily to nonquery words. The nonquery words in d might (or might not) be kept in ψ LS (d). In the extreme case, all of the nonquery words do not appear in ψ LS (d), being replaced with other nonquery words.
(3) PAR (perturbation of adding relevant words): PAR is an operator for adding a single relevant word, denoted by ψ AR . Given d, ψ AR (d) is obtained by appending a single query word w ∈ q-that is, ψ AR (d) = d w · · · w (i.e., the attached number of w is K) K times. When d 1 = ψ AR (d 2 ), |d 1 | = |d 2 | + K, c(w, d 1 ) = c(w, d 2 ) + K for a given single word w ∈ q, and c(w , d 1 ) = c(w , d 2 ) for all w = w.
Here, K is a perturbation parameter. LNC1, LNC2, and TF-LNC can now be equivalently described as follows:
The perturbation operator PLS for LNC2 is slightly different from the original version of LNC2 in Fang et al. [2004 Fang et al. [ , 2011 . In the original version, d 1 is fully copied to d 2 , making them identical. In our PLS, only query words are concatenated K times to d 1 , and no further assumption is made about nonquery words. Therefore, PLS is the generalized version of the original operator, including the original version as a special case. This generalization does not cause any inconsistency in the known analysis results of LNC2; the analysis results reported in Fang et al. [2004 Fang et al. [ , 2011 for LNC2 are also still consistently accepted with our PLS operator. To see the difference more clearly, Algorithm 1 summarizes the detailed description of our PLS operator. Step (2): Given d , ψ LS (d) is obtained after applying the following procedure:
10: end if 11: end for 4.2. Analysis Results of Normalization Constraints 4.2.1. Assumption. Before presenting our analysis results of the three normalization constraints, we make the following assumption: -A 1 : For any query word w ∈ q, w is assumed to be a content-bearing word (i.e., df (w) ≤ N/2 and c(w, d) ≥ |d| p(w|C) for any document d in the collection).
Empirically, A 1 holds well in usual cases when we filter out stopwords. Table III lists the percentage of A 1 being satisfied using all non-stopwords in all queries from three different collections and three query types. (Refer to Section 5.1 for a description of the collections and query types.) As shown in Table III , c(w, d) ≥ |d| p(w|C) is satisfied in more than 98% of the documents for all query words in ROBUST, more than 95% in WT10G, and more than about 93% in GOV2. The condition df (w) ≤ N/2 is satisfied for more than 98% of the query terms.
Analysis
Results. There exist necessary conditions common for all VN retrieval models under A 1 to be satisfied for each normalization constraint. Table IV summarizes the analysis results of the general and the special cases of scope using LengthPower and UniqLength for VN retrieval models, relative to the original models. 8 Table IV uses the notations introduced by Fang et al. [2004] , where "Yes" and "C x " indicate that the corresponding model satisfies the particular constraint in the absence [Fang et al. 2004] Yes Yes Yes Verbosity Normalized of conditions and under particular conditions, respectively. The specific conditions are as follows:
where C 1 , C 3 , and C 4 are sufficient but not necessary conditions to satisfy the particular constraint. Some derivations of the conditions are given in Appendices C through E. As shown in Table IV , an original method satisfies all three constraints unconditionally under A 1 according to Fang et al. [2004] , whereas a VN method requires additional conditions that depend on the choice of scope measure. An exceptional case is Length-Power, in which all constraints are satisfied unconditionally.
Among the three constraints, TF-LNC is satisfied under LengthPower and UniqLength, the detailed proofs of which are presented in Appendix D. Under En-tropyPower, TF-LNC is satisfied for almost all query words in our test collection, as shown in Table V ; C 4 is satisfied in more than 99.9% of the documents for all query words in ROBUST, WT10G, and GOV2. Therefore, we do not explore TF-LNC further in this article.
Normalization Heuristics of VN Retrieval Models (Cases: UniqLength and EntroyPower)
In this section, we discuss the retrieval behaviors entailed from the VN method in the cases of UniqLength and EntropyPower, with respect to the original method. In our discussion, PAN and PLS are further divided into two different types-V-type and S-type-which refer to verbosity-increasing and scope-broadening perturbations, respectively. The definitions of these types of operators are as follows:
(1) V-type perturbation: The operator ψ(·) is called V-type if the perturbation does not increase the scope of the document-that is, if d 1 = ψ(d 2 ) and ψ is V-type, s(d 1 ) ≤ s(d 2 ). (2) S-type perturbation: The operator ψ(·) is called S-type if the perturbation does not decrease the scope of the document-that is, if d 1 = ψ(d 2 ) and ψ is S-type,
We then reexamine how the original and VN models satisfy LNCs on V-type and S-type PAN and PLS. The notable result is that C 1 and C 2 correspond to a relaxed penalization of a scopebroadened document and a strict penalization of a verbosity-increased document, respectively.
We present the first heuristic H1 and discuss its derivation from C 1 .
4.3.1. H1: Relaxed Penalization of Scope-Broadened Documents. The VN retrieval method performs a relaxed penalization of a scope-broadened document after performing PAN (from LNC1).
To derive H1, we divide PAN into V-PAN and S-PAN. V-PAN denotes verbosityincreasing PAN, where K added noise words are covered by the original scope of the document. S-PAN denotes the scope-broadening PAN, where K added noise words describe new contents that are not covered by the scope of the original document. In terms of V-type and S-type, V-PAN and S-PAN can be defined as follows:
(1) V-PAN: V-PAN is a specific type of PAN, being V-type.
(2) S-PAN: S-PAN is a specific type of PAN, being S-type.
Suppose that d 1 and d 2 = ψ AN (d 1 ) are the given documents for LNC1. Then, we can show that the VN model often does not penalize d 2 for S-PAN; instead, it penalizes d 2 for V-PAN. On the other hand, the original model always penalizes d 2 for both S-PAN and V-PAN. Thus, the VN model imposes a type of relaxed penalization to scope-broadened documents after PAN, with respect to the original model.
Equivalently, the heuristic H1 can be rewritten in the form of a retrieval constraint as follows:
for K ≥ 1 with the following condition C 5 and C 6 , for VN-Okapi and VN-DP, respectively:
where p(w|d) > p(w|C) is additionally assumed in C 6 . 9
Compared to LNC1, the consequence part of H1-LNC conditionally entails the negation of LNC1, implying that the VN model often prefers some of the scope-broadened documents resulting from S-PAN, although the original model does not. 10 9 For C 6 , assuming an extreme case where the query is a very highly topical (i.e., p ml (w|d)
10 From Equations (12) and (13), when (v(d 1 ) − v(d 2 ))/K is sufficiently large, C 5 (or C 6 ) can be satisfied both for VN-Okapi and VN-DP. This case can appear if v(d 1 ) is large and s(d 1 ) is small, but it is not always true. Otherwise, C 5 (or C 6 ) can be satisfied, according to the choice of a retrieval parameter value or a term discrimination value of a query word; for VN-Okapi, C 5 is satisfied if b is sufficiently large; for VN-DP, C 6 is satisfied if μ is sufficiently large and the query word is highly topical.
-Example of H1: Here, we present examples of S-PAN and V-PAN. Suppose that we use UniqLength as the scope measure and a document consisting of passages that are disjoint in scope. Formally, let g, h, and x be passages, and assume that g, h, and x have no common or overlapping content, where g denotes a relevant passage and h and x are nonrelevant-that is,
Examples of S-PAN and V-PAN are as follows:
Example of S-PAN:
For both examples, the query relevant content is not changed after PAN. Because these two examples are PAN examples, the original method always prefers d 1 to d 2 , irrespective of the PAN type. However, C 1 is satisfied only for V-PAN, because s(d 2 ) = s(d 1 ) and v(d 2 ) ≥ v(d 1 ), and not clearly for S-PAN, because v(d 2 ) < v(d 1 ) is plausible due to s(d 2 ) > s(d 1 ). Therefore, the VN method prefers d 2 in V-PAN and not always in S-PAN.
-Derivation of H1: To show how the VN model behaves differently toward V-PAN and S-PAN, we first rewrite C 1 by s(d 2 ) − s(d 1 ) ≤ K/v(d 1 ), implying that the scope of the new document d 2 must not be increased considerably after performing PAN.
(i) Case: V-PAN First, V-PAN does not increase s(d 2 ) according to the definition of a V-type perturbation, resulting in s(d 2 ) − s(d 1 ) ≤ 0. As a result, it is clear that C 1 is always true for V-PAN, finally making LNC1 true. Thus, for V-PAN, there is no difference between the original and the VN models in satisfying LNC1.
For example, suppose that we use UniqLength as the scope measure and consider a given V-PAN in which all K words already occur in d 1 . In this case, s(d 2 ) = s(d 1 ) because no new words occur in d 2 . Thus, C 1 is equivalent to s(d 2 ) − s(d 1 ) = 0 ≤ K/v(d 1 ), which is true irrespective of K.
(ii) Case: S-PAN Second, S-PAN increases the scope after performing PAN according to the definition of an S-type perturbation, resulting in s(d 2 ) − s(d 1 ) ≥ 0. Therefore, C 1 is not always true.
For example, suppose that we use UniqLength as the scope measure again, and consider a given S-PAN in which all K words are new and different from each other. In this case, s(d 2 ) = s(d 1 ) + K, and C 1 is equivalent to K ≤ K/v(d 1 ); however, C 1 is usually not satisfied because v(d 1 ) ≥ 1.
Instead, it often satisfies the negation of LNC1. Consider the same S-PAN example in which all K words are different from each other, and assume that we use VN-DP as an example retrieval model. C 6 is then equivalent to
There exist a number of situations in which C 6 is true according to Equation (15) (i.e., v(d 1 ) is sufficiently large or K added words are highly topical ( p(w|d) p(w|C)) and μ is sufficiently large). Therefore, for S-PAN, the VN model often does not satisfy LNC1, in contrast to the original model that always satisfies LNC1. Now we present the heuristic H2 and discuss its derivation from C 2 . As was performed on PAN, we divide PLS into V-PLS and S-PLS. V-PLS denotes verbosity-increasing PLS, where the nonquery words after PLS is performed are covered by the original scope of the document, thereby increasing verbosity. S-PLS denotes the scope-broadening PLS, where the nonquery words after PLS is performed introduce new contents that are not covered by the scope of the original document. In terms of V-type and S-type, V-PLS and S-PLS can be defined as follows:
(1) V-PLS: V-PLS is a specific type of PLS, being V-type.
(2) S-PLS: S-PLS is a specific type of PLS, being S-type.
Given two documents d 1 = ψ LS (d 2 ) and d 2 for LNC2, from the definition of C 2 (i.e., s(d 1 ) ≥ s(d 2 )), LNC2 is satisfied only if the scope of the original document increases after PLS is performed. Therefore, the VN model prefers (or does not penalize) only d 1 for S-PLS because it increases the scope; instead, it penalizes d 1 for V-PLS, which decreases the scope. As such, the VN model imposes a strict penalization of a verbosity-increased document after PLS.
Equivalently, the heuristic H2 can be rewritten in a form of retrieval constraint as follows:
H2-LNC:
Compared to LNC2, the consequence part of H2-LNC is the negation of that of LNC2, implying that the VN model always penalizes verbosity-increased documents resulting from S-PLS, although the original model does not (i.e, prefers them).
-Example of H2:
We present examples of S-PLS and V-PLS. Suppose that we use UniqLength as the scope measure and a document consisting of passages that are disjoint in scope. Formally, let g, h, x, and y i be passages with equal length (i.e., |g| = |h| = |x| = |y i |) and unit scope (i.e., s(g) = s(h) = s(x) = s(y i ) = 1), and assume that g, h, x, and y i have no common or overlapping content, where g denotes a relevant passage and h, x, and y i are nonrelevant-that is, c(w, g) > 0, c(w, h) = c(w, x) = c(w, y i ) = 0 for query word w ∈ q. Examples of S-PLS and V-PLS are as follows:
Example of S-PLS:
For both examples, |d 2 | = 2|d 1 |, c(w, d 1 ) = 2c(w, d 2 ) for w ∈ q-that is, the queryrelevant content is copied twice. The example of S-PLS introduces two new nonrelevant passages y 1 and y 2 that are not given in d 2 , whereas the example of V-PLS does not introduce any new passage but only repeats the previously mentioned nonrelevant passage h.
Because these two examples are PLS examples, the original method always prefers d 1 to d 2 , irrespective of the PLS type. However, C 2 is satisfied only for S-PLS and not for V-PLS, from s(d 1 ) = 5 > s(d 2 ) = 3 in S-PLS and s(d 1 ) = 2 < s(d 2 ) = 3 in V-PLS. Therefore, the VN method prefers d 1 only in S-PLS and not in V-PLS.
-Derivation of H2: From the definitions of V-type and S-type perturbations, it is trivial to show that C 2 is true for V-PLS but false for S-PLS. Therefore, for S-PLS, the VN model does not satisfy LNC2, in contrast to the original model, which always satisfies LNC2. 
Note: d is the original document, and ψ AN (d) (or ψ LS (d)) is the perturbed documents of d after PAN (or PLS). Overall, the normalization heuristics entailed from the VN model depend on whether a perturbation is V-type or S-type. For a V-type perturbation, the VN model imposes a strict penalization of a verbosity-increased document (i.e., entailing H1), irrespective of PAN or PLS. For an S-type perturbation, the VN model unlikely penalizes a scope-broadened document (i.e., entailing H2). On the other hand, the normalization heuristics of the original model depend on whether a perturbation is PAN or PLS, not on whether it is V-type or S-type. For PAN, the original model penalizes a new document, irrespective of whether the document is verbosity increased or scope broadened. For PLS, it does not penalize the new document.
EXPERIMENTAL SETTING

Experimental Setup
For evaluation, we used three different standard TREC collections: ROBUST, WT10G, and GOV2. Table VII lists the basic statistics of each test collection, where NumDocs is the number of documents, NumWords is the total number of word occurrences in each collection, TopicSet is the range of topic numbers used for training and testing, and Avg of |d|, h(d), and v(d) indicates the average length, entropy power, and verbosity, 11 respectively, in a given collection. CoeffVar is the corresponding coefficient of variance, which is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean. The interesting statistic is CoeffVar of v(d), which indicates the differences among the verbosities of documents in a collection. ROBUST has the most similar verbosities across documents, whereas GOV2 has the most different verbosities. This is because many documents in ROBUST are newspaper documents, such as from the Financial Times and Los Angeles Times, which are more homogeneous collections. In contrast, the Web documents in GOV2 are more heterogeneous.
All experiments were performed using the Lemur toolkit (version 4.12). We carried out standard preprocessing by applying the Porter stemmer and removing stopwords from the standard INQUERY stoplist [Allan et al. 2000 ]. To cover different types of queries, we follow the setting used in Zhai and Lafferty [2001] , where four combinations are used: short keywords (sk, title), short verbose (sv, description), long keywords (lk, concept), and long verbose (lv, title, description, and narrative). In our test topic sets, because lk is not available, the other three types were examined. We use MAP (mean average precision) and P@5 (precision at top 5 documents) as the evaluation measures [Croft et al. 2009 ].
For each query, our evaluation is based on the top 1,000 documents retrieved. We also report significance test results by a nondirectional paired t-test at 0.95 confidence level. For the significance test, we use all per-topic performances in a collection-that is, the number of performance difference samples used for the t-test is the same as the total number of topics in a given collection. 12
Parameter Tuning
Several tuning parameters are present in the retrieval methods-DP: μ and Okapi: b, k 1 , and k 3 . Given a test topic set consisting of 50 queries, each parameter was tuned using the other topic sets in the same test collection as the development set. 13 The search space for each parameter is given as follows:
-μ: {100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 800, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 4000, 5000, 7000, 10000, 15000, 20000} -b: {0, 0.001, 0.003, 0.005, 0.007, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9} -k 1 : {0.25, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0} -k 3 : fixed at 1,000. 11 Entropy power is used as scope measure for v(d). 12 In Section 5.2, we introduce a K-fold cross validation to avoid the optimization of the retrieval parameters to the test set. However, note that we do not use per-fold performances to perform the significance test but simply use all per-topic performances. To the best of our knowledge, this type of significance test is an IR-specific setting that is different from the other types of significance test used in non-IR literature. 13 Here, a topic set consists of 50 queries, which was were created in each year of TREC. For example, in ROBUST, as 250 queries are available, there are five topic sets, namely, TREC6(Q301−Q350), TREC7(Q351−Q400), TREC8(Q401−Q450), ROBSUT03(Q601−Q650), and ROBUST04(Q651−Q700). Parameters used when testing 50 queries in each topic set are trained using the other 200 queries in other topic sets as training data. In other words, for testing 50 queries in TREC6, queries Q351−Q450 and Q601−Q700 in TREC7, TREC8, ROBUST03, and ROBUST04 are used as training data. For testing queries in TREC7, queries in TREC6, TREC8, ROBUST03, and ROBUST04 are used as the training set, and so on. Therefore, for ROBUST, we use a fivefold cross validation for parameter tuning, whose folds are fixed. For WT10G, where 100 queries are used, we have two topic sets, namely TREC9(Q451−Q500) and TREC10(Q501−Q550). For testing 50 queries in TREC9, we use queries in TREC10 as the training set and vice versa. Thus, for WT10G, we use a twofold cross validation for parameter tuning. Similarly, for GOV2, 150 queries are available, so we have three topic sets, namely TREC2004(Q701−Q750), TREC2005(Q751−Q800), and TREC2006(Q801−Q850). For testing 50 queries in TREC2004, queries in TREC2005 and TREC2005 are used as the training data. Thus, for GOV2, we use a threefold cross validation for parameter tuning. In our preliminary experiments, we found that LengthPower for s(d) can suffer from the parameter scaling problem, in which the optimal parameter ranges of μ and k 1 in the VN methods differ from the known ranges of the original model. For instance, when β = 0.25, it was found that μ was optimal at a value of less than 100, which is beyond the normal parameter range. To resolve the scaling problem, we substitute avgv for k, instead of setting k to 1, such that c(w, φ(d)) would become c(w, d) on average. This consideration leads to the following parameter scaling:
This parameter scaling is applied only to LengthPower and not to the others. No such parameter scaling problem occurs in the case of UniqLength and EntropyPower.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section reports the comparative results of the original and the VN retrieval method for Okapi, DP and MRF. Table VIII show the comparative results (MAP) of DP and VN-DP under three different scope measures-UniqLength, EntropyPower, and LengthPower(β), which are denoted as l β (d), u(d), and h(d) , respectively.
DP Versus VN-DP
Generally, it is observed that VN-DP improves original DP. These improvements are statistically significant for almost all test collections and all query types (for both UniqLength and EntropyPower), often resulting in an improvement of 10%. The improvement tends to be larger on Web collections (i.e., WT10G and GOV2) than for 8:20
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ROBUST. A possible reason is that the Web collections have higher CoeffVar of v(d)
because of the heterogeneity of documents, and thus they could gain more from our verbosity normalization. Among the three scope measures, EntropyPower is the best, and it outperforms UniqLength and LengthPower for most topic sets. UniqLength is slightly better than LengthPower; however, the difference in their performances is not significant. When the best β value is adopted for each query type, LengthPower can often show performance similar to that of UniqLength.
Interestingly, VN-DP leads to significant improvements, more in verbose queries (i.e., sv and lv) than in keyword queries. For EntropyPower, VP-DP causes an improvement of 1.55% in ROBUST for short keyword queries, 8.2% in WT10G, and 6.64% in GOV2. The corresponding improvements are much larger for short verbose queries, being 8.05% in ROBUST, 16.66% in WT10G, and 15.11% in GOV2, and they are also large for long verbose queries. Restricting our discussion to DP, these results strongly support that the use of heuristics H1 and H2 is indeed important, especially for verbose queries.
In addition, Table IX shows the performances of P@5 for VN-DP, as compared to that of DP, based on the MAP-optimized free-parameters' values used in Table VIII . One reason for using the same retrieval parameters instead of directly optimizing P@5 is that the concavity of the performance curve was smoother in MAP than in P@5, thereby avoiding the use of far-from-optimal parameter values. As similarly mentioned by Kurland and Lee [2009] , this choice helps us to examine whether the improved performance in MAP causes severe degradation or significant improvement in the precision, which is an often important metric in some IR applications such as Web search.
Under EntropyPower, the improvement of P@5 from DP to VN-DP is significant in most cases, often being larger than that of MAP for short keyword and verbose queries. VP-DP improves over DP by about 16.67% on WT10G and about 13.00% on GOV2 for short keyword queries, and 13.00% on WT10G and 21.14% on GOV2 for short verbose queries. Exceptional cases are found for keyword queries on ROBUST and for long verbose queries on WT10G, where the improvement in the precision is not statistically significant. Therefore, at least for EntropyPower, the results imply that the significant improvements of MAP using VN-DP are caused by the increased performance in P@5. For UniqLength, however, the impact of P@5 and its contribution to MAP is less clear than that for EntropyPower, although some noticeable improvements are observed. For LengthPower, most improvements of P@5 are not statistically significant. This implies that performance metrics other than P@5, such as recall, might be the major factors causing the significant improvement in MAP for LengthPower.
For further comparison, Figure 1 shows the performance curves of the original DP and VN-DP using EntropyPower, plotted by varying μ for MAP and P@5. For both measures, VN-DP is always better than DP for almost all μ values and in all test collections and query types. The shapes of the curves of DP and VN-DP are similar, and the optimal ranges of μ are also fairly similar. This similarity between DP and VN-DP is also observed in the case of UniqLength, although we do not present the curves for this scope measure here in the interest of conciseness. As the results show, VN-Okapi gives improvements; however, the magnitude of these improvements is smaller than that in the case of VN-DP. One possible reason for the smaller improvement is the approximate two-stage normalization carried out in Okapi, as discussed in Section 2. As such, a form of verbosity normalization is performed by Okapi, to some extent, using the component t f n/(t f n + 1), which causes VN-Okapi to have only a limited effect on retrieval performance.
Okapi Versus VN-Okapi
Unlike in the case of DP, there is no significant difference between improvements for short keyword queries and verbose queries. Therefore, the argument made for DP wherein H2 is important, particularly for verbose queries, is much weaker for Okapi. Again, this is because Okapi has its own component t f n/(t f n+ 1) that performs a form of normalization of verbose documents. As such, excessive preference for a verbose document is handled to some extent by the original model, even without our explicit verbosity normalization.
The comparison results for three scope measures are also somewhat different from those of DP. In VN-Okapi, there is no winning scope measure between EntropyPower and UniqLength; in most cases, both have similar performance.
Despite the limited effects, the improvements obtained by VN-Okapi are statistically significant, at least for either UniqLength or EntropyPower, for most of the collections and query types, and thus they indicate the merit of our two-stage normalization.
For further comparison, Table XI presents the best MAPs for Okapi and VN-Okapi and their corresponding parameter values of b and k 1 for all three test collections and three query types.
A comparison of the optimal ranges of b across collections for both methods indicates that VN-Okapi tends to be robust without significant differences across collections, whereas Okapi has poor robustness with the optimal values of b being different between GOV2 and other collections. More specifically, for Okapi, the performance surfaces on GOV2 are shifted in the decreasing direction of b, relative to those of other collections. As a result, the best performance values of b become much smaller on GOV2 than on other collections for each query type; for short keyword queries, the best value of b is 0.01 on GOV2, and this is smaller than the value of 0.3 on other collections; a similar difference is observed for verbose queries. In contrast, for VN-Okapi, the parameter sensitivity of b on GOV2 is highly similar to that of other collections. The best performance values of b are not different across all collections; the best values of b are commonly between 0.05 and 0.1 for short keyword queries, between 0.2 and 0.3 for short verbose queries, and between 0.3 and 0.4 for long verbose queries.
A comparison of the best performances indicates that VN-Okapi is slightly better than Okapi in that it highlights the small magnitude of the increase in MAP. Despite its small magnitude, on ROBUST and GOV2, the improvements over Okapi using VN-Okapi are statistically significant for all three types of queries. Note: An asterisk (*) indicates that a run of the VN-Okapi shows statistically significant improvement over the baseline in the t-test at 0.95 confidence level.
MRF Versus VN-MRF
For evaluating MRF and VN-MRF, because we adopt sequential dependence, a dependency link (undirected link) is inserted only between two adjacent query words. Unlike in the case of other query types, for a long verbose query, we do not put a dependency across different topic fields. Thus, no dependency appears between a query word in the title field and a query word in the description or the narrative fields. Table XII shows the comparative results of MRF and VN-MRF under three different scope measures relative to those of DP and VN-DP using EntropyPower. It is clearly seen that MRF is always better than DP, with all of the performance improvements being statistically significant. This precisely reproduces the comparison results reported by the existing works on MRF [Metzler and Croft 2005] . Note that the improved performance using MRF is further enhanced by VN-MRF with the application of the two-stage normalization, and additional improvements are statistically significant improvements. In particular, either on UniqLength or EntropyPower, VN-MRF is always better than MRF for all test collections and all query types, with all improvements being statistically significant.
Interestingly, VN-DP alone without exploiting the term dependency is nearly comparable to MRF, often even showing better performances. Again, the performance of VN-DP is further increased by VN-MRF along with the utilization of the term dependency, and the additional improvements are statistically significant in most cases, at least using either EntropyPower or UniqLength. Therefore, this result strongly implies that both effects resulting from the term dependency and the two-stage normalization are slightly co-related, thus facilitating such incremental increase by their combined utilization.
Another interesting result is that the performance difference of VN-MRF across test collections and query types shows a highly similar tendency to that of VN-DP. First, both VN methods (VN-MRF and VN-DP) are more effective, especially on the heterogeneous Web collections (WT10G and GOV2) than on ROBUST. Second, on EntropyPower, both VN methods show larger improvements for verbose queries than for keyword queries-the only exception is found in VN-MRF for long verbose query on WT10G, where the improvement is slightly smaller than that for short keyword queries. Third, on LengthPower, both VN methods often show improvements over their original methods, and they are more effective for verbose queries than for keyword queries.
The similarity between the two VN methods is understandable considering the fact that the underlying retrieval function in MRF is basically the same as that of DP-DP and MRF commonly employ the smoothed document model of Equation (6) for scoring a document. Table XIII shows the performances of P@5 of VN-MRF, in comparison to those of MRF, using the values of the MAP-optimized parameters. The results for P@5 are largely similar to those for MAP, as seen in Table XII . In many cases, the MRF's performance of P@5 is better than that of DP, often with statistically significant improvements. Further, the performance of MRF is increased by VN-MRF with two-stage normalization, at least using either UniqLength or EntropyPower, and often with statistically significant improvements. In the particular case using EntropyPower, VN-MRF yields statistically significant improvements over MRF on WT10G and GOV2 for all short keyword queries and on ROBUST and GOV2 for some verbose queries. This result implies that in many cases, VN-MRF's significant improvement in MAP results from the increased performance of P@5. VN-DP alone shows performance similar to that of MRF. Again, the precision of VN-DP is slightly increased by VN-MRF exploiting the term dependency, although usually not to a statistically significant degree, unlike the results in MAP.
For further comparison, Figure 2 shows the performance curves of MRF and VN-MRF, plotted by varying μ, for short keyword and verbose queries-EntropyPower is used as the scope measure, and MAP and P@5 are used as the evaluation measures. Again, there is a great degree of similarity between the comparison results of VN-MRF and MRF and those of VN-DP and DP. For P@5 curves, VN-MRF is always better than the original method, except for only a few parameter values of μs in ROBUST. The shapes of the performance curves of P@5 are quite similar for both VN-MRF and MRF. The optimal ranges of μ are also close, as in the case of VN-DP and DP.
APPLICATION TO LOWER-BOUNDING TERM FREQUENCY NORMALIZATION
Lower-Bounded Retrieval Models
As discussed in related works, Lv and Zhai [2009a] recently proposed the use of lowerbounding term frequency normalization in avoiding overpenalization of very long documents. Their experimental results showed that lower-bounded retrieval models lead to significant improvements in comparison with baseline models. An interesting issue is whether our proposed two-stage normalization can further improve these lowerbounded models. To this end, we chose DP and VN-DP as retrieval models and compared their lower-bounded models with their VN models.
Two lower-bounded models for DP and VN-DP are presented in the following. First, a lower-bounded model for DP can be formulated as follows:
which is called DP+. In Equation (16), δ is a pseudo term frequency value that controls the scale of the LB, which was introduced by Lv and Zhai [2011b] . Second, a lower-bounded model for VN-DP can be formulated by straightforwardly applying the general normalization approach of Lv and Zhai [2011b] 
which is called VN-DP+. Similarly, we can derive a lower-bounded Okapi (Okapi+) and a lower-bounded VN-Okapi (VN-Okapi+). In the original BM25 retrieval formula, Okapi+ uses t f BM25+ (w, d) (i.e., t f BM25 (w, d) + δ) for the term frequency component, and VN-Okapi+ uses t f BM25 (w, φ(d)) (i.e., t f BM25 (w, φ(d)) + δ), which are given by
Experiment Results
For parameter tuning of the lower-bounded models, we follow the setting in the work of Lv and Zhai [2009a] . For DP+ and VN-DP+, we search δ over the space between 0 and 0.15, with increments of 0.01. For Okapi+ and VN-Okapi+, we search δ over space between 0.0 and 1.5, with the increment of 0.1. The search spaces for other retrieval parameters are the same as those used in previous sections. Table XIV shows the MAP performances of DP+ and VN-DP+ as compared to DP and VN-DP. As shown in this table, DP+ often exhibits nontrivial improvements over DP, especially for short verbose queries, reaffirming the results reported in Lv and Zhai [2011b] that DP+ shows greater effectiveness for short verbose queries than for keyword queries, which shows a different result from that achieved by Lv and Zhai [2011b] ; our experiment shows a statistically significant improvement when using DP+ over DP for only sv queries in the ROBUST collection. Unlike DP+, VN-DP+ (the lower-bounded model over VN-DP) does not show greater effectiveness for short verbose queries than for other types of queries. This may be because VN-DP already shows a significant improvement over DP for short verbose queries, and further improvement is therefore less likely. Nevertheless, VN-DP+ continues to further increase the performances of VN-DP, with improvements being statistically significant for short keyword queries in GOV2 and long verbose queries in ROBUST.
Importantly, on comparing VN-DP with DP+, we can see that DP+ does not reach the performance of VN-DP. For almost all runs (except for lv in ROBUST), the improvements gained by VN-DP over DP are mostly larger than those made by DP+ over DP and in most cases are statistically significant. Furthermore, VN-DP leads mostly to statistically significant improvements over DP+ for almost all runs. These results clearly demonstrate that the improvement from the VN model over DP is not redundant to the effects from the existing lower-bounding normalization, and leads to a significant improvement even against lower-bounded models, which are stronger baselines. Overall, our experimental results indicate that two-stage normalization significantly improves lower-bounded models for almost all runs for three different collections.
We now consider the comparison between lower-bounded models for Okapi and VN-Okapi and their original models. Table XV lists the MAP performances of Okapi+ and VN-Okapi+ as compared to those of Okapi and VN-Okapi. Again, results similar to those presented in Table XIV are obtained, although the improvements by the VN models over lower-bounded models are not larger than the case of DP; the lower-bounded models are effective in improving baseline models without reaching the performance of VN-Okapi. The improvements gained by VN-Okapi over Okapi are mostly larger than those made by Okapi+ over Okapi. Although the improvements of VN-Okapi over Training Topic Sets  TREC6  Q301-Q350   ROBUST   TREC7,TREC8,ROBUST03,ROBUST04  TREC7  Q351-Q400  TREC6,TREC8,ROBUST03,ROBUST04  TREC8  Q401-Q450  TREC6,TREC7,ROBUST03,ROBUST04  ROBUST03  Q601-Q650  TREC6,TREC7,TREC8,ROBUST04  ROBUST04  Q651-Q700  TREC6,TREC7,TREC8,ROBUST03  TREC9  Q451-Q500  WT10G  TREC10  TREC10  Q501-Q550  TREC9  TREC2004  Q701-Q750  GOV2  TREC2005,TREC2006  TREC2005  Q751-Q800  TREC2004,TREC2006  TREC2006 Q801-Q850 TREC2004,TREC2005
Okapi+ are not statistically significant in most cases, VN-Okapi+ leads to statistically significant improvements over Okapi+ for almost all runs.
For further comparison, we present the performances of original, VN, and lowerbounded models with respect to standard topic sets of TREC in three test collections, named TREC6, TREC7, TREC8, ROBUST03, ROBUST04, TREC9, TREC10, TREC2004, TREC2005, and TREC2006. Table XVI presents the basic information on the standard topic sets of TREC.
First, Table XVII shows the MAP performances between DP+ and VN-DP+ as compared to DP and VN-DP on standard TREC topic sets. As shown in this table, VN-DP or VN-DP+ show further improvements over DP and DP+ for almost all standard topic sets and are statistically significant for more than half of all cases. In particular, VN-DP+ shows the best performance for almost all runs. Their improvements over DP are statistically significant (except for standard topic sets of sk queries in ROBUST and lv queries in WT10G) and are larger than the improvements of VN-DP or DP+ over DP. Comparing VN-DP to DP+, more runs showed improvements of statistical significance on VN-DP over DP than on DP+ over DP.
Turning to the comparison between lower-bounded and VN models for Okapi, Table XVIII shows the MAP performances between Okapi+ and VN-Okapi+ as As a consequence, the overall results shown in Table XIV , XV, XVII, and XVIII consistently indicate that the improvement resulting from the application of two-stage normalization is not fully replaceable by adopting lower-bounding term frequency normalization and vice versa. This result is intuitive, as two normalizations aim at different deficiencies of the existing normalization method: lower-bounding term frequency normalization aims at avoiding the penalization of very long documents, whereas two-stage normalization aims at avoiding insufficient penalization of verbose documents and excessive penalization of long documents. The resultant solutions for which to judge significance. The number of queries used in standard topics is 50, which is often not sufficient to convincingly decide significance, especially when the improvement is marginal. Consider, for example, the case of Okapi and sk queries in ROBUST (shown in Table XVIII ). When using only 50 queries in standard TREC, the improvements made by VN-Okapi and Okapi+ over the baseline are mostly not of statistical significance. However, when using 250 queries in ROBUST, the improvements turn out to be statistically significant, as shown in Table XV . Thus, the results show that a larger number of queries might be necessary for the statistical significance test when the improvements are marginal. these different goals also differ: lower-bounding term frequency normalization does not need to decompose the document length into additional factors but rather enforces the addition of scope gaps between document scores when a query term appears and disappears in a document. Two-stage normalization decomposes a document length into verbosity and scope factors, penalizing verbose and broad documents separately.
In conclusion, given the set of results described throughout this section, we can state the following. The proposed two-stage normalization is clearly effective for further improving the existing retrieval model; it is not limitedly applicable to improving the baseline retrieval model and can also be extended even to the improved methods that uses the term dependency and the lower-bounding term frequency normalization. From the comparative axiomatic analysis results, we conclude that the normalization heuristics H1 and H2 should necessarily be applied for scoring a document.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we argue that a normalization function should use different penalizations for verbosity and scope, and we propose the use of two-stage normalization. Our main contributions over and above those of previous works that formulated ranking functions belonging to two-stage normalization [Singhal et al. 1996; Na et al. 2008a] are as follows. First, we generalize two-stage normalization such that it can be applied to any retrieval model. Second, we perform comparative axiomatic analysis and capture the exact retrieval heuristics resulting from two-stage normalization and its difference from the original method. The results of experiments on three models-DP, Okapi, and MRF-consistently show that two-stage normalization is promising.
Of course, considerable work needs to be done in the future. Although two-stage normalization is effective in the case of DP, Okapi, and MRF, we still need more evidence of its effectiveness for other retrieval models. Thus, an obvious future work is to explore the application of two-stage normalization to the pivoted vector space model [Singhal et al. 1996] , DFR Van Rijsbergen 2002a, 2002b] , a more recently developed information model [Clinchant and Gaussier 2010] , a parameterized query expansion [Bendersky et al. 2011 ], a term-specific adaptation of normalization parameter [Lv and Zhai 2011a] , or a learning-to-rank framework [Liu 2009; Li 2011] . Another research direction is strengthening the axiomatic framework by generalizing the current retrieval constraints such that they can effectively cover the conjectured retrieval heuristics derived in this article. A more challenging future research direction is to develop a new retrieval model in an innovative manner such that it includes the verbosity, scope, and document length as retrieval parameters.
APPENDIX A: DEFINITION OF VERBOSITY
For full definition of verbosity, suppose that M is the total number of topics in a collection and s(d) is the number of topics mentioned in d (or the expected number of topics in d). Here, we assume that the topic is countable, which may refer to an individual word or a concept. Given document d, we first define the topic-specific verbosity of document d , noted v(t, d) , which is the sum of frequencies of all words that belong to t:
where P(t|w) is the posterior probability that w comes from t (i.e., M i=1 P(t i |w) = 1). Under Equation (20), we readily show that v (t, d) is the length of the passages in d that belong to t.
By the preceding definition, we further show that the following equality holds:
To simplify Equation (21), note that v(t, d) = 0 for most topics, as documents usually cover only a few topics. Let i 1 · · · i k · · · i s(d) be indexes of topics appearing in d where v(i k , d) > 0. Then, |d| is reformulated as
Now, v(d), the verbosity of document d, is defined as the average of all per-topic verbosities computed for all s(d) topics appearing in d, which is given by
Thus, the average verbosity is the document length divided by the number of topics s(d), which exactly replicates Equation (2). Given Equation (23), we only require s(d), without need to estimate v (t, d) , which are usually unseen and hard to compute.
APPENDIX B: ON DOCUMENT-SPECIFIC CONJUGATE PRIOR FOR VN-DP
The use of a document-specific conjugate prior for VN-DP (i.e., Equation (5)) is derived from the verbosity hypothesis. For convenience of discussion, suppose that c (w, d) indicates the unseen frequency of w in d. Generally, smoothing uses c s (w, d) defined as c(w, d) + c (w, d) as a count of w in d, thereby estimating P(w|d) as c s (w, d)/ w∈V c s (w, d) .
In DP, it is assumed that the pseudolength μ is distributed over unseen words according to P(w|C), resulting in c (w, d) = μP(w|C). In our case, however, because document length is decomposed to verbosity and scope, we need to introduce two pseudofactors for unseen words: verbosity and scope. Formally, let v (d) and s (d) be the verbosity and scope of an unseen part of d, respectively. Just like the formula of frequencies of seen words, which is given by c(w, d) = v(d)s(d)P ml (w|d), frequencies of unseen words are formulated as c (w, d) = v (d)s (d)P(w|C).
To determine v (d) and s (d), we use the following assumptions:
(1) Verbosity of an unseen part: given a document, the verbosity of unseen passages (i.e., consisting of all unseen words) is the same as verbosity of the document. The assumption is due to the verbosity hypothesis; c(w, d) is mostly governed by v(d).
Just as the verbosity hypothesis is applied to seen words, we apply the verbosity hypothesis to unseen words. This results in c (w, d), the frequencies of unseen words, which should also be governed by v(d).
(2) Scope of an unseen part: given a document, the unseen scope of passages (i.e., consisting of all unseen words) is independent of the scope of the document. Unlike verbosity, we do not make a document-specific setting for the scope, as the relation between the unseen scope of d and v(d) is not clear.
Under these assumptions, we have v (d) = v(d), and s (d) = μ, thus resulting in c (w, d) = μv(d)P(w|C), which leads to our use of a document-specific prior in Equation (5). Therefore, the difference in formulating c (w, d) between DP and VN-DP results from whether or not we use the verbosity hypothesis for determining frequencies of unseen words.
APPENDIX C: COMPARATIVE AXIOMATIC ANALYSIS
In this appendix, we briefly summarize the derivations of C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 for Okapi and DP, where C 1 and C 3 are necessary but not sufficient for satisfying the particular constraint. Let d 1 and d 2 be two given documents for LNCs and TF-LNC and f (d 1 , d 2 , q) be f (d 1 , q) − f (d 2 , q) . All of our derivations start from the inequality of f (d 1 , d 2 , q) ≥ 0 (or f (d1, d2, q) > 0). For VN-DP, f (d1, d2, q) ≥ 0 is equivalent to s(d 1 ) p ml (w|d 1 ) + μp(w|C) s(d 1 ) + μ ≥ s(d 2 ) p ml (w|d 1 ) + μp(w|C) s(d 2 ) + μ .
For VN-Okapi, f (d 1 , d 2 , q) ≥ 0 is equivalent to
(1) LNC1
We first show the derivation of the conditions for LNC1 under VN-DP and VN-Okapi. For the sake of convenience, we introduce the variables m and ε that are defined as m = v(d 1 )/v(d 2 ) and ε = K/|d 1 |, respectively. According to the definition of PAN, we have the following relation between s(d 1 ) and s(d 2 ):
s(d 2 ) = m(1 + ε)s(d 1 ) s(d 2 ) p ml (w|d 2 ) = m · s(d 1 ) p ml (w|d 1 ).
Next, we summarize the derivation for each case of VN-DP and VN-Okapi.
(i) VN-DP. We first simplify Equation (24) by replacing s(d 2 ) with the terms m, ε, and s(d 1 ) using Equation (26) as follows: μ p ml (w|d 1 ) − p(w|C) ≥ m μ p ml (w|d 1 ) − p(w|C) − μεp(w|C) − εs(d 1 ) p ml (w|d 1 ) .
(27) First, when p ml (w|d) = p(w|C), it is easily shown that Equation (27) holds. Thus, we do not consider the equality case of A 1 to simplify Equation (27).
Under the remaining cases of A 1 (i.e., p ml (w|d) > p(w|C)), Equation (27) is equivalent to v(d 2 ) v(d 1 ) ≥ 1 − K |d 1 | p(w|C) + p ml (w|d 1 )s(d 1 )μ −1 p ml (w|d 1 ) − p(w|C) .
Under p ml (w|d) > p(w|C), the right-hand side of Equation (28) is a decreasing function with respect to p(w|C), with the upper bound when p(w|C) = 0. After replacing the right-hand side with this upper bound, the necessary condition for Equation (28) 
which is satisfied if C 1 is true, regardless of the choice of parameter μ.
(ii) VN-Okapi. As in the case of VN-DP, we replace s(d 1 ) with the terms m and ε based on Equation (26), simplifying Equation (25) to
First, when idf (w) = 0, it is clear that Equation (30) holds. Second, when idf (w) > 0 (under A 1 ), Equation (30) is further rewritten as
which is equivalent to
Thus, LNC1 is satisfied if C 1 is true.
(2) LNC2
We could straightforwardly derive that LNC2 is equivalent to C 2 . To simplify the notation for the derivation, we introduce ρ = p ml (w|d 1 ) = p ml (w|d 2 ); the equality holds because of the characteristic of PLS. We summarize the derivation of C 2 for each of VN-DP and VN-Okapi.
(i) VN-DP. For VN-DP, Equation (24) is simplified to s(d 1 )ρ + μp(w|C)
It is trivial to show that the necessary and sufficient condition for LNC2 is C 2 , if A 1 holds.
(ii) VN-Okapi. For VN-Okapi, Equation (25) is simplified to
Using idf (w) ≥ 0 from A 1 , Equation (34) is equivalent to C 2 .
(3) TF-LNC For the sake of convenience, we introduce variables m and ε by putting m = v(d 2 )/v(d 1 ) and ε = K/|d 2 |. According to the definition of PAR, s(d 1 ) = m (1 + ε )s(d 2 ) s(d 1 ) p ml (w|d 1 ) = m p ml (w|d 2 ) + ε s(d 2 ).
Next, we summarize the derivation for each of VN-DP and VN-Okapi.
(i) VN-DP. We first simplify Equation (24) by replacing s(d 1 ) with the terms m , ε , and s(d 2 ) as follows: m ε 1 − p ml (w|d 2 )s(d 2 ) μ + p ml (w|d 2 ) − p(w|C) + ε 1 − p(w|C) > p ml (w|d 2 ) − p(w|C) .
When p ml (w|d) = p(w|C), it is easily shown that Equation (36) holds. When p ml (w|d) > p(w|C), in the remaining cases of A 1 , Equation (36) is equivalent to v(d 1 ) v(d 2 ) < 1 + K |d 2 | 1 − p(w|C) + 1 − p ml (w|d 2 ) s(d 2 )μ −1 p ml (w|d 2 ) − p(w|C) .
